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About This Game

Based on an award-winning Italian pen and paper RPG, Sine Requie: Snake Eyes is a Horror-Thriller roleplaying game with
survival elements.

It revolves around the investigations of Inquisitor Rossano Mazzoni and its hunt against a secretive heretic cult in a post-
apocalyptic 1954 Tuscany, in which the Dead rose to feed on the living.

Will you annihilate the new heretic cult: the Snake Eyes?

The story

On the 6th of June 1944, in the day that everyone knows as the D-Day, the world felt into the darkness of hell. On Judgement
Day the Dead begun their hunt against mankind.

It is the year 1954, the world has become a pile of crumbles, where the few survivors try resist the hunger of the Dead. Few
nations, held by cruel dictatorships, are left intact.

The darkest future that mankind could imagine turned into the most monstrous reality. This is the world of Sine Requie.
What was once a country named Italy, today is the Sanctum Imperium, a firm theocracy ruled by Pope Leo XIV.

The Roman Church took absolute power, turning these lands into an anachronistic place, where armoured Templars and horse-
mounted Inquisitors parade the streets side-by-side with cars.

Here the population lives left behind, immersed in obscurantism, hidden within the walls of their fortified towns. In the hope of
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surviving the grasp of the Dead, societies manically persecute the heretics, who are considered the emissaries of the Devil, sent
among us to defeat the Justs in the day of the Apocalypse.

Game Features

 A story full of plot twists
Lead an inquisitorial team in their hunt against an heretical cult, racing against the clock. Your choices will change the
story and the lives of those you will meet.
Each chapter boasts more than seven different endings: how will you use the power you hold? Will you be able to stop
the mysterious demonic ritual threatening the Imperium's order? How many innocents are you willing to sacrifice?

 An Imperium to explore
Travel across an alternate 50s Italy, portrayed through beautiful 3D maps inspired by those years' artwork.
Investigate, split the team in order to cover more leads at the same time. How will you overcome the obstacles on your
path?

 Game system based on Tarots
The good or bad outcome of each character's action will depend on his abilities but also on the whims of fate. Draw
cards from the Tarot deck and face your destiny, be it favorable or else.
Careful: each card you draw will not reappear until the deck itself is reshuffled.

 Stategic management of resources
Snake Eyes is a survival game, where each resource is scarce and valuable. Your characters will need to rest, eat, and
also keep madness at bay along this nightmarish journey. Do mind, however, that time is the most precious of resources.

 There is no rest from Death
Each battle can be the last for your characters, thanks to a simple but brutal turn-based strategic system. You will also
need to keep an eye on the victims of your brutality, as in Sine Requie whoever dies will awaken. ALWAYS. Your fallen
comrades will come back, and each victory may turn into defeat.

 Cycle of day and night
Days and nights will slowly but inexorably alternate, changing the appearance of the world and your interactions with it.
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Version 1.65 is here!:
Hey guys, I know I promised some big content this week but sadly the new  Tutorial  among other things is taking a bit longer
so I will strive to have it in the next update!
That doesn't mean nothing's here however, this update includes 41 changes and fixes across the game.
Including:

 A new double click feature (so you dont have to find the UI button if you dont want to)

 Turn Timer fix and some map crashes I discovered.

For the full list check out the "Changelog" in the main menu.

If you reported a problem and its not been fixed please give me a bump and I will look into it for you.
As usual if you let me know of any bugs or suggestions I will happily fix or accommodate them where I can to make your
experience as enjoyable as possible.
Thanks to all the support so far and together we can really shape it into something cool, worthy of the patience you give.

--Luke. 0.61.5 - Grand Tales:
This release fixes the Storytelling module. It had problems telling the tales involving grand objects.. Development roadmap for
Legends of Azulgar - Space Conflict:
We wanted to inform you of the roadmap that is planned for Legends of Azulgar. There are a lot of things that we want to add
to the game. A lot of you have been asking what were the plans for this game and this is an explanation of the upcoming
features. As always we are working hard to bring you the best possible gaming experience! If you want any features added to the
game please dont be afraid to ask. By popular demand we will try to push the features that are most wanted by the community
first.

 Development Roadmap - Short and mid term 

Please tell us which one of these features you would like to have implemented as first and we will just push it forward! :) Don’t
be shy and ask for your own features! We value all of your ideas highly.

We are mixing it with with a way more involved ship to ship combat than what you guys were used to in the past. It’s very
skillbased. Just try out and see.

 Player progression 

You will begin with a fighter ship bridge and your first task will be to find a suitable fighter build. From that moment you will
have work your way up to dreadnoughts, large bases and wingmen. You will have to loot, research and harvest resources to do
that or you can just trade your way up.

 Ingame Base building and improvements 

You will be able to build your bases in space these bases will serve as the base of your operations. If you die you will be
transported here. You will be able to do production and trade here both with AIs and other players. You will be able to process
your raw resources here and offer services to other players. There will be a pub with missions that you can take. Bounties and a
brothel/club for your fellow crew. There will be a hangar where you can upgrade and repair your ships. Research station where
you can unlock new upgrades for ships and the station itself and many more. You can build your base anyhow you like. The
same that applies to ship building applies to building your base. You can build it from scratch and lego-like customize it anyhow
you like.

 Base defenses 
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Your bases will have defenses you will be able to fit the same weaponry to bases as to your ships. You will be able to take
control of your base defenses same way you take control of your ships or just set them to auto.

 Hand - crafted open world map with hidden loot 

There will be our whole solar system with all the planets we have with moons and a real sun that will destroy your ship if you get
anywhere close. Close to each of the planets and moons there will be stations and hidden places to find loot and and scrap
together with places that will uncover LOA lore, the origin of morrids and many more secrets to uncover (special weapons
anyone?). There will be another secret solar system that holds a lot of stuff to uncover. We are aiming for a living universe that
is why we take good care to handcraft it and not go for procedural generation. We believe that this way we can bring a more
complete game experience.

 Here is just a quick list of things that will appear all over the maps: 

Pirate bases, Abandoned and destroyed bases, Ship crashes, Trade bases, Anomalies - Azulgar dimension, Meteorite fields,
Ancient azulgar portal - endgame dungeon like map (dungeons in space!)

 Everything you see in the game and on the ships will be lootable 

If you kill your enemy and dispose of his bridge you will have the possibility to either take his own ship or drag it back to the
base and scrap it for parts or loot. Basically everything in the game will be what you see is what you get. We like it to be that
way because it makes the game more realistic.

 Factions and Player Roles 

Players will be able to take the role of traders, pirates or the army which is UEF or Freelancers. All these roles will have a
different impact on your gameplay. For example if you play your role as a Freelancer you will not really have any enemies until
you actually allienate one of the factions by killing their members.

Traders will freely roam the map and have valuable cargo with escorts watching their backs depending on how valuable cargo
they have. Traders will sell their goods all over the solar system.

Black Sun are the pirates that only watch their own backs. They steal and pillage ships and bases but they are a valuable source
of information on how to battle the morrids. They are the only faction that is not afraid of them. They might even be profiting
from killing them. But as to how its on the player to find out.

UEF - United Earth Federation - these guys picture themselves as the good guys in space. They protect everyone from morrids
and black sun and try to uphold the law in the far reaches of the solar system. As every group however they have their own set
of motivations driving them.

Morrids - the giant creatures of space. They appear hostile to everyone and their intentions in destroying the solar system are
unknown. But maybe they have a purpose?

All of these factions will freely roam the map and battle each other. Engage in fights or be friendly. When a trader for example
travels from one base to another you will always find him travelling on the same path.

 Ship parts will have increased weight and durability the bigger they are 

You will be able to resize your ship components as it is done now in creative mode. Resizing your ship parts will impact your
weight but also enlarge endurance of individual ship parts. Larger parts will also cost more money.
Servers supporting a simultaneous play of up to 16 players - maybe more

 Campaign that can be played solo or coop 
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Any of you guys ever played Rebel Galaxy, Freelancer or Sid Meiers Pirates? So this is what we would like our game to be. A
fun and engaging campaign inside a living universe. Where ships roam freely and have their own set of goals. Now imagine all
that together with the survival aspect and building mechanics of ships and bases. That will be fun!

 Single player survival 

You can play offline and avoid other players completely. The game will be rewarding the players in the same way.

 Multiplayer 

At this point in time we dont want to overpromise so we opted to have a smaller 16 player base per server. However! Your base,
your blueprints and all your belongings will be persistent and saved on the master server. When you login into the game you will
spawn together with your base - if you have one. And all the stuff that you have will be there. When you log off the server your
base will disappear and it will no longer be vulnerable to attack. We want to avoid offline raiding and players loosing all they
have to other players or AIs with no chance to defend.

 PVE Servers 

Players that will opt to play in PVE servers will be able to choose this option and never get attacked by other players.

 PVP Servers 

Anything goes on PVP servers. You can get killed and looted and your base can be destroyed. Your base however disaappears
when you are not online. But beware, killing other players without reason will flag you a pirate and you will be fair game. There
is no way to get back once you are a pirate you will stay as one forever - hunted and despised

 Safe zones 

There will be safe zones for new players on multiplayer servers so that they dont get killed right at the start.

 Ship classes 

Together with the current 3 ship classes that we have we will be adding Frigates, Carriers, Dreadnoughts, Destroyers, Haulers
etc. All of these will be much larger than the current ships in game. They will be absolutely massive beasts but they will be very
expensive to make.

 At least 3x more weapons for ships 

The current arsenal will be enlarged with many more weapons such as Rotating naval guns more missiles and sniper weapons.

 Mining destructible asteroids 

Fully functional space hook that you can use to drag stuff around, grab larger loot - like crashed ships. You will be able to take
the asteroid of your liking and drag it back to your base for resource production. You will be able to use these resources either
for trade or for your own production of module and base improvements.

Ejecting from your ship and moving your bridge to another one
Your ship bridge is detachable even now when you hold the J button. You can re-install your base on your ship by pressing H.
This way you will be able to change ships should yours get damaged in the fight.

Plague of Azulgar - sometimes the Azulgar dimension enters yours and swarms of morrids come to attack your base. This is an
event that happens from time to time and you have to be ready for it. Its really tough! Players have to find out why this is
happening.
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Randon attacks on your base. Sometimes your base gets attacked and you have to hurry back to defend it.

 Cybermodules for captains 

Your captains will be fully customizable using the cyber modules RPG style. While some modules will have immediate effects
when you use them others will be passives that your captains will have active at all times.

 Pub / Brothel (yes ideally you will be able to serve other players at your premises) 

Players will be able to join an already running game (currently there is an issue with networking that does not allow us to do that
we have to work on a workaround)
Captain and crew management
Cyber modules that enhance all of your abilities and unlock new things -these can be looted if you die

And finally - Full on modding support (most of the code that we do. v.41 The Prime Torment gets some love...:
Lots of progress today on the final boss fight, as well as a bunch of balancing and bug fixing.

The Prime Torment boss fight is about 60% finished in this build. Definitely pretty fun to play already. Tomorrow he'll gain a
few more attacks and spawn some help when he's on his last hit points.

Fixed bug, spamming "I cannot be traumatized" when resistant to trauma

Demon portal damage reduced from instant kill to 50 HP

Fixed bug, Scorch Spell now uses fire mana correctly

Boosted Flame Burst Spell damage radius and amount

Fixed issues, Ghasts will not attack during boss fight

Level generation sped up slightly

Gurgleweed now very rare instead of extremely rare.

Gurgleweed and Bloodcap both cure poisoning now

Gurgleweed reduces damage 25% instead of 50%

Both items in player stomach apply effects at the same time

Fixed bug diamond shards rest half in-ground

Traumatized effect on mana recharge is 2x greater now

Poisoned effect slows health regen 2x more

Prime Torment eyes are shielded, must be damaged in sequence

New Prime Torment "doom wall" attack

New Prime Torment has tentacle attack
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Prime Torment has "correct" hit points now

. v1.1.31:
- improved tutorial (sorry it took so long)

- new: game options > Show Damage HP Losses to show/hide the text indicators that pop up over a gladiator's head when a
gladiator is hurt

- new: game options > Blink on Damage to show/hide red blinking overlay when a gladiator is hurt

- new: game options > Double Size Cursor

- balancing: default gladiator AI training nerfed for starting gladiators and legate/magistrate slaves (for some reason the last few
builds have had it maxed at 100 by default?)

FROM 1.1.30 BETA. #2 Update/Patch 0.0.0.2:

Greetings! First patch one day after launch to address bugs reported and many other issues. A big thanks to all those who
contributed with reports of these bugs! Here's the full list:

[FIXED]
- Items gone missing from inventory without any reason
- On load game, duplicated survivor groups and locations appearing
- Split/ Join tool don't removing characters jobs
- Notification tooltip for items, get stuck, event when the notification is deleted
- A bug were you could not select your survivor groups
- Defense points on encampment manager not updating
- Misspelling errors
- Group portrait remained if split/join tool used while on a Location
- Encampment manager not updating resources display after being auto stored
- Zombies Groups spawning frequently against player encampments
- If used split/join on groups in exploring mode they would continue exploring while not on locations
- Zombies groups been able to enter player encampments that have built wood walls, spiked walls or wire fence
- Opening options/pause not closing other windows
- New game not displaying information about having already a saved game
- Survivor group stopped working, not being able to select it
- Log Expand button don't showing correctly in larger resolutions
- Event "Find Survivor bitten by Zombie" requiring first aid kit

[Added]
- New display to show current Action Points of the selected survivor group
- Moving a player group to player group opens a panel with 3 options ( Open the Split/Join tool, Move and auto Join or cancel)

The MacOS version may take 1-2 hours to get updated.
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Please stop by at our forums, soon there will be a Thread with all currently features being implemented (with some info about
the schedule) and planned ones.

. A hidden object game with a delightful twist:

This just might be the best Clutter of them all. So many varations, so little time. All your old favorites are here along with twice
as many new ones to keep you playing for hour and hours. 875 puzzles in all. Intermixed, Silhouettes, Outside-In and Clutter
Picture Puzzles just to name a few.

Lots of Newer, Cleaner Objects and All New Quest Music

Many New Variations of Clutter

New Favorites and Replay Features

75+ Picture Puzzles and 75+ Box Quotes Puzzles

Randomly generated levels provide hours and hours of replayability

http://store.steampowered.com/app/553330/Clutter_Infinity_Joes_Ultimate_Quest/. Pirates, rocks, and knives:
Ever wanted to know how a game with smooth space and time would work in the hyperbolic plane? Well, I did. But why create
a new game when I could just port HyperRogue instead?

The Shoot'em Up mode tries to follow the normal turn-based HyperRogue, but it is not longer turn based, and not longer grid
based. Not all features are ported (it would be rather hard to do non-turn-grid-based Living Caves...), and not all of them work
exactly the same way (for example, Orbs of Life give you an extra life instead of a friend). Anyway, this is almost a new game :)
This is still a bit experimental, so not everything is balanced yet. No achievements yet either, but they should come :)

video: Shoot'em Up mode
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http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=455055425 Caribbean is a new land, unlocked when you collect 60$$$.
The sea is filled with sharks, and islands inhabited by pirates. They take their boats and pursue you...

Islands are horocycles (infinite circles). Great treasures are buried somewhere far from the coast. Luckily, compasses point you
towards the center.

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=455056293 Red Rock Valley is another new land, unlocked when you
have 60$$$, 10 of which must be Spice. It is a more advanced version of the Desert. Snakes move as fast as you, but they can
only move on hexes, not on heptagonal cells. It is possible to kill them with their own tails, which allows you to climb their
rocky bodies to get to the treasures.

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=455055708 Crossroads II is an alternate layout of the Crossroads. It is
denser and more regular.

Also, Hardcore mode is added, which disables the checkmate rule. No Hardcore achievements are added yet.

See the HyperRogue blog[zenorogue.blogspot.com] for a detailed changelog!

Also, if you like my games, please vote for Hydra Slayer on Steam Greenlight! 
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=388713303
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